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OUR COMMITMENT

MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM

Our Valued Parents, Students and Well-wishers,
It is our extreme delight to congratulate and thank you for your wonderful selection to
BST as an educational hub to continue your higher study. We assure you that we will
accelerate your study in an excellent way as we are in the journey of imparting global
education which is embedded with international dimensions and global ethos.
BST is bolstered with full of amenities to facilitate children. We have excellent faculty
members for imparting the quality education. As we know, behind every achievement,
there is great effort of the sound team-work of the college and very friendly education
provided here. We acclaim that both the teachers and students feel this place as their
warm home but not simply as a college to study only. We nurture every students with the
perspective of perfect potentialities to be developed so that s/he can march a marvelous
journey in the life.

Dr. Krishna Kanta Parajuli

Debendra Pd. Hadkhale

Mahesh Karmacharya

Chakra Pd. Koirala

Chairman

Principal/Campus Chief

We are determined to excel your children by providing the education needed in the 21st
Century so that s/he could compete in the global market of competition. We reassure you
that your ward's destiny is carved by such an architect of college that they will be guided
to be a complete man to be fitted in every fields despite ample tribulations of life. We are
not only educating a student at BST but also preparing them as a global student. The
college is highly devoted to give the value-based education than that of volume-based.
It is equally very much dedicated to provide the education that enables them to
accommodate with the ample changes that occur in the world.
At last but not the least, we cordially invite our esteemed parents, students and wellwishers for your valued visit at the college.
BST is always there to answer your every queries. Anticipating for welcoming you all.

Vice-Principal

Pritam Mishra
HRM

Kabita Parajuli
Account Officer
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Vice-Principal

Nanu Maya Devkota
Co-ordinator
(Morning Shift)

Anit Kumar Shrestha
IT Officer

Rita Rimal

Kamala Rijal
Co-ordinator
(Day Shift)

Administrative Officer

Ajita Bhattarai

Front Desk Officer
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Choosing BST College for my higher
studies is my topmost choice I have
ever made. I am quiet satisfied the
way it is guided to the students in
homely environment where I have
got ample supports every now and
then from college team. I request
every youngsters to choose this
educational hub for completing their
higher education. The most crucial
experience I have got from this college is, I am what today
its because of tireless effort of college team.

BST is always my dream to pursue
my education to shape my academic
and professional life ahead. As a
student of Science, I am highly
nurtured both academically and
personally by the teaching faculties
of BST. I am so grateful to be the
student of such homely environment
provided by this college to compete
with the competitions of my
forthcoming academic stations of my life. Jaya BST.

It's my immense plesure to be
connected with BST where is
complete learning environmnet for
the laborious student like me "to
visualize the invisible." I found the
management of college quite
conducive for imaprting the global
education of today. Jaya BST !!!

I am really proud to be the student
of BST where I am given complete
moral and educational support in
homely environment. The friendly
teachers, the amicable peers and
guardain like college administration
made me recommend any +2 seekers
to join BST for their higher studies.

- Pushpa Gurung
Grade XII (Management)
(SEE: Jana Jagriti Gyan Rashmi S. S., Kathmandu)

- Jenisha Thapa
Grade XII (Management)
(SEE: Rukmani S.S., Nuwakot)

Voice of Guardians

- Shambhu Rai
Popular Folk and Modern Singer of Nepal
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Chairman

Message from

Principal

- Subasna Gauchan
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Gyanodaya S.S., Mustang)

- Munna Shah
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Tarun Ma.Vi, Kathmandu)

BST is the best destination to the
students who are in the quest of
higher education. Having the
strong belief in the team and
administration of BST, I have even
admitted my grandson in BST
College to pursue his higher level
studies. I am fully satisfied with the
mature and practical management
team of the college for imparting
such a quality education.

Message from

As I have spent my creative time
with the students of various
backgrounds in my teaching
career, when I came to know that
BST is always ready to impart
unparalleled education to the
students of every dimensions, I
have really done the wise decision
by admitting my son in this college
for pursuing his higher level
education. I am quite satisfied with the mature
management team of BST as always. I realized that I
have still to be in the every ups and downs of this college.
I always wish the grandeur days of BST in the days to
come.
- Badrinath Badrinath Phuyal
Headmaster/Campus Chief
Shree Jalju Khola Ma. Vi., Nuwakot
Phikuri Multiple Campus, Nuwakot

Dr. Krishna Kanta Parajuli

Mr. Devendra Prasad Hadakhale

Dear Valued Parents, Students and Well-wishers,

Dear Valued Parents, Students and Well-wishers,

It's my esteemed pleasure to express my sincere gratitude
for providing your valued support and guidance as always
to BST despite the difficult time of global pandemic. I
strongly believe that the height and rise of BST is due to
the great moral and constructive support of valued
guardians, supporting staff and creative studnets. The
brilliant, brighter and better academic journey of BST is
only paved via cordial ownership of all the stakeholders
and well-wishers. BST College and Bishnumati Aawashiya
Secondary School is the cornerstone in the field of
imparting quality education to young minds in this locality.

It is my extreme delight to express the message of warm
wishes from the desk of Principal that BST College and
Bishnumati Aawashiya Secondary School has catered it's
entire dedication, devotion and determination in providing
the education that is requried in the 21st Century.
Education is a creative journey which is not achieved in a
single attempt. The consistent trial and efforts of the
young brain gives the new height to fly. This is the matter
of extreme delight that BST has dappled the way of
tavelling the journey of three decades. It's crux, of course;
is to paint the beautiful imagination of our children which
are of course about their siginificant experience, their zest
and zeal of life. It is to record the beautiful sketch of the
young minds and their reflective perspective about life
and learning. Moreover, it is to anecdote the achievements
got by the students in the different mode of learning
despite the panic global pandemic throughout the year.
Likewise, it is to connect our young learners from home
to school via virtual mode of teaching learning projects
designed and assessed by the school administration.

The school was established in the year 2048 B.S. and it's
+2 program has started from 2062 B.S. for the purpose of
providing education that is embedded with global ethos
and values. More than three decades of BST are devoted
to cater the education by visualizing every child with their
dire possibilities of doing innovation in their life ahead. As
we adopt and follow the education system of ethics,
morality and integrity to provide unparalled education to
students as we believeKeeping Child in Centre. In the
30 years of the schools establishment, we have achieved
the marvelous results both in academic as well as extracurricular activities by only keeping the children in outmost
priority. We do not believe only in educating the children
about the textbooks, we rather believe in facilitating them
from the multiple aspects of life. We possess the doctrine
of growing and going together despite how perilious the
journey is. The tasks, we perform in volume less matters
than that of the task we strive for the value. So, we pursue
the value in the every deeds either that is in the classroom
or beyond the classroom, either that is in personal or
professional life. The value is counted precious ever. I hope
BST has maintained and will pursue this journey ever and
ever.

As BST always observes the students with the potentiality
of learning in positive school culture. Students can do
amazing if they are guided in proper way but they should
be guided at home eventually alike the raw soil is shaped
into the form of pot as they are quite sensitive to tackle
with any innovative issues in their own way which they
are innate from their birth. So, truly saying, school is the
place to shape their scattered ideas into proper shape
and size so that they can prepare the significant journey
of their life in their own way they desire to march ahead
into. It is very crucial moment that the school has achieved
the majestic height of the academic, extra activities and
curricular activities in the consistent help of parents,
students and finally of course teaching and non-teaching
faculties of the school.
At last but the least, it's my immense pleasure to express
my special thanks to all the helping hands for being the
valued collaborator of this qualitative journey of BST
beyond the borders.
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INTRODUCTION
Bishnumati Aawashiya Secondary School was established in the year 2048 B.S. and its +2 program
has started from 2062 B.S. for the purpose of imparting quality education. More than three decades
of BST is devoted to cater the education by visualizing every child with their dire possibilities of doing
innovation in the life ahead. BST provides unparalled education. May it be in school level, may it be
in different disciplines of +2 or may it be in bachelor level, we strive for excellence.
In the 30 years of the school's establishment, we have achieved the marvelous results both in
academic as well as extra-curricular activities. We do not believe only in educating the children about
the textbooks, we rather believe in facilitating them from the multiple aspects of life.
We think education is a road to march for the competency of the learners where they can find
themselves in the comfortable zone to learn even in any sort of complexities. So, it is to empower
them. It is our attempt to travel in the new course of practicality, creativity and productivity.
We believe in valuing children from multiple aspects. The tasks, we perform in volume, less matters
than that of the task we strive for the value. So, we pursue the value in the every deeds either that
is in the classroom or beyond the classroom. Either that is in personal life or professional, the value
is counted precious ever.

Voice of Students
After the completion of my SEE with
GPA 4, I was willing to start my
college journey in the best way. I
joined BST in Science Stream as I
found BST College as one of the best
institutions with highly experienced
teachers and perfect educational
system. Here, I impressed with
healthy interactions between
teachers and students.
BST is the best institution to uplift your knowledge not only
for NEB but also for IOE and CEE. So, I want to encourage
all the students to join BST College for better education
and quality.
- Bikram Pudasaini
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Kalika Himalaya S.S., Rasuwa)

I am really lucky enough to be the
part of BST in the continuation of my
higher studies. What I like most is the
way it has been treated the students
individually. I felt as if I am in my home
where I am quite open to keep my
queries with teaching staff and
college administration.
- Sanisha Shakya
Grade XII (Management)
(SEE: Image High School, Tokha, Kathmandu)

What is the reason behind opting BST?
At BST, It is provided qualitative education which is compatible to be adopted in the competitive
world of 21st century. For the holistic development of children, the dedicated, determined and devoted
academic team is always ready to shape the future of the children inside the school premises or
beyond of it.
Among the numerous schools/colleges of the city, BST creates very amicable environment of catering
the practical and project based education where every ward is treated equally with the doctrine of
care, share and grow together.

After my SEE examination, I was in
a great dilemma about choosing the
best college in Kathmandu valley. I
was wondering and at the same time
one of my seniors suggested me to
visit BST College. I visited the College
and found it as the best College. The
academic environment and the
Team of qualified, experienced,
interactive and supportive teachers
made me to join the College. During this one year in BST, I
got the motivational thrust not only to appear in the NEB
Examinations but also to compete in the future entrance
examinations.
From my experience, I want to tell to all SEE graduates that
BST is one of the best institutions to uplift your bright career.
So join this College for better education and quality.
- Naveen Dhakal
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Nuwakot Glory English School, Nuwakot)
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Choosing the best higher academic
institution after SEE can be a great
dilemma for students. I was also in
that situation. I wanted to join the
best college for NEB as I passed my
SEE with GPA 4. I chose BST as
suggested by my guardians and it
became the great decision for me.
Teachers in BST are highly
experienced, friendly and they
provide a better concept about the related matter. Here,
in BST, I found the real Gurus.
I want to tell to all the new comers from my one year
experience that in BST, you will get full satisfaction related
with all the sectors of education.
- Nilam Joshi
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Satyabadi Ma. Vi., Bajhang)

I am highly stunned the way studnets
are enrolled in indoor and outdoor
ECA/CCA events throughout the
year for the perfect groom of the
studnets beyond the class room
learning. The spacious classrooms,
studnt friendly furniture and the way
the practical classes are organized
is unparalled to any organization so
far as in this locality. Jaya BST !!!
- Karna Thakur
Grade XII (Management)
(SEE: Shree Tribhuwan Ma. Vi., Mohattari)

After my SEE examination, I was
seeking for the best institution which
can provide the quality education. I
joined BST College as suggested by
my parents. Now I am very proud to
be a student of BST College. Each
student needs qualified, experienced
and supportive teachers to guide
and show a way to achieve the goal
of life. In BST, I found the best
educational environment with affordable fee, social, ethical
and moral values.
I wouldnt be wrong to say that BST can be the best
institution for your career. I want to encourage all the
students to join this college for better education.
- Sabnam Acharya
Grade XII (Science)
(SEE: Amar Secondary School, Tokha, Kathmandu)
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FACULTIES AT A GLANCE
Department of English
Mr. LB Rana
Mrs. Sanjita Gautam (M.Phil)
Mr. Dipendra Shrestha (M.Phil)
Ms. Srijana Katuwal
Mr. Ganesh Koirala
Department of Economics
Mrs. Nanu Maya Devkota
Mrs. Kumud Koirala
Ms. Sabina Maharjan
Mr. Armendra Kumar Yadav
Department of Management
Mr. Romnath Rimal
Mr. Nabaraj Rana Magar
Mrs. Deepa Lohani
Ms. Anima Bogati
Mr. Ishwar Rimal
Mr. Bikash Adikari
Mr. Dambar Saud
Mr. Toyanath Rimal
Department of Accountancy
Mr. Mahesh Karmacharya
Mr. Pritam Mishra
Mr. Hem Raj Subedi
Mr. Sabin Maharjan
Mr. Narayan Karki
Mrs. Srijana Subedi

Department of Nepali
Dr. Ambika Aryal
Mr. Shiva Ram Chalise
Mr. Devi Prasad Jaishi
Mr. Keshav Mani Ghimire
Department of Physics
Mr. Chakra Koirala
Dr. Binod Adhikari
Mr. Mahesh Nepal
Mr. Saroj Prasad Gywali
Mr. Rajendra Adhikari
Mr. Shiva Raj Acharya
Mr. Lograj Gadtola
Mr. Shambhu Shah
Mr. Yogendra Khadka
Mr. Ramesh Adhikari
Department of Chemistry
Mr. Debendra Pd. Hadakhale
Prof. Dr. Paras Nath Yadav
Mrs. Kamala Rijal
Mr. Dipak Wagle
Mr. Gautam Jha
Mr. Binod Shrestha
Mr. Khagendra Chapagain
Department of Biology
Dr. Sushant Goit
Dr. Binaya Kumar Shah
Mr. Tekraj Gurung
Mr. Rupak Shah
Mrs. Misthu Rajbhandari
Mrs. Sabina Dulal

Department of Mass Communication
Mr. Lila Bhattarai
Mr. Keshav Bista
Department of Mathematics/Statistics
Dr. Krishna Kanta Parajuli
Mr. Kamal Marasini
Mr. Raphi Bhandari
Mr. Yam Narayan Pokharel
Mr. Santosh Basnet
Mr. Prakash Dhakal
Mr. Nabin Pun Magar
Mr. Sujan Bhandari
Department of
Sociology & Social Studies
Mr. Min Raj Bhat
Mr. Sudarshan Thapa
Mr. Rabindra Neupane
Mr. Bijay Kumar Panta
Department of HM/MT
Mr. Shankhar Upadhyaya
Mr. Tirtha Rajbanshi
Mr. Kamal Dodari
Mrs. Priyanka Timalsina
Department of Computer Science
Er. Abash Upreti
Er. Sabin Raj Bagale
Mr. Anit Kumar Shrestha
Mr. Shravin Mishra

COURSES OFFERED
SCIENCE
Compulsory

Nepali, English, Mathematics

Optional-I

Physics, Chemistry, Biology

Optional-II

Physics, Chemistry, Computer Science

MANAGEMENT
Compulsory

Nepali, English, Social Studies/Mathematics

Optional-I

Account, Economics, Bussiness Mathematics

Optional-II

Account, Economics, Business Studies

Optional-III

Account, Economics, Computer Science

Optional-IV

Account, Economics, Hotel Management

Optional-V

Account, Tourism & Mountaineering Studies, Hotel Management

Optional-VI

Account, Marketing, Hotel Management

HUMANITIES
Compulsory

Nepali, English, Social Studies/Mathematics

Optional-I

Rural Development, Sociology, Major English

Optional-II

Rural Development, Computer Science, Major English

Optional-III

Major English, Sociology, Mass Communication

Optional-IV

Rural Development, Tourism, Hotel Management

Optional-V

Psychology, Population Studies, Major English

Optional-VI

Psychology, Computer Science, Major English

Eligibility Criteria for Admission in Grade XI
Subjects to be studied
in grade-XI

Minimum
GPA

Subjects with C+ grade
as minimum criteria in
SEE (or equivalent)

Physics, Chemistry,
Biology & Mathematics

2.0

English, Science &
Mathematics

1.6

-

Account, Economics, Computer
Science, Business Studies, Marketing,
Hotel Management, Tourism and
Mountaineering Studies, Business
Mathematics, Rural Development,
Sociology, Population Studies, Mass
Communication, Psychology, Major
English, Major Nepali
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ADMISSION PROCEDURES

REGISTRATION

The admission opportunity will be offered in a well
managed way right after the publication of SEE/+2
result. Required information and application form will
be provided to the students from the information desk
after paying the specified amount of charges. After
filling the application form properly, students should
submit it to the College administration along with the
testimonials for an eligible and access of the entrance
test and admission.

Successful candidates must register their
names paying the specified fees within the
deadline set by the office. Candidates
selected for registration must produce
original certificates and other documents
specified by the college. In case of delay or
failure in submission of the required
documents, the college reserves the right
to cancel the registration.

BBS PROGRAMME
(Tribhuvan University)

BBS programme is a four year course designed by
Tribhuvan University (T.U.) for the students who wish to
develop business skills in order to operate and adapt
effectively in national and global business environment.
This programme aims to :

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
We believe that physical infrastructures and environment play vital role in teaching learning activities. The
learning environment at the college premises is supported by various structural facilities which provide the
students with comfort and easy access to information and knowledge. So we have managed.

q

equip students with the required conceptual
knowledge of business and administration to
develop a general management perspective.

q

develop required attitudes and abilities to grow
students into competent business managers.

q

encourage entrepreneurial ventures in students
to make them effective to change agents in the
Nepalese Society.

Eligibility Criteria
+2 or Equivalent

COURSE OF STUDY
A. Science Lab
As per the requirement of a
modern school and college, BST
College has managed well
equipped separate labs for
Physics, Chemistry, Zoology &
Botany to perform various
experimental process
related to the study.

FIRST YEAR
S.N. Course Code

THIRD YEAR

Course Title

Full Marks

S.N. Course Code

Full Marks

1

MGT 201

Business English

100

1

MGT 204

Business Law

100

2

MGT 202

Business Statistics

100

2

MGT 215

Fundamentals of Financial Mgmt.

100

3

MGT 207

Microeconomics for Business

100

3

MGT 217

Business Environment and Stragegy 100

4

MGT 211

Financial Accounting & Analysis

100

4

MGT 218

Taxation and Auditing

5

MGT 213

Principles of Management

100

5

MGT 219

Organizational Behavior

Total

100
100
Total

500

SECOND YEAR
S.N. Course Code

500

FOURTH YEAR

Course Title

Full Marks

S.N. Course Code

Course Title

Full Marks
100

1

MGT 205

Business Communication

100

2

MGT 206

Macroeconomics

100

Enterprise Development

3

MGT 212

Cost and Management Accounting

100

Concentration I

100

100

Concentration II

100

Concentration III

100

4

MGT 215

Fundamentals of Financial

1

MGT 220

Management
5

MGT 223

Organizational Behaviour &

100

Human Resource Management
Total
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Course Title

500

Entrepreneurship and

2

MGT 221

Business Research Methods

50

3

MGT 401

Final Project

50
Total

500
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B. Computer Lab

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
BST College has following areas of ECA/CCA:
1. Sports
Futsal, Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton, Football,
Gymnastics, Chess, Table Tennis, Kabaddi, Mountain
Climbing, Field and Track events of Athletics.

The students of this generation will do much
of their research on the internet and most of
their project works and essays on computer.
All our students learn variety of computer
skills in our well-equipped computer lab.
Hence, we have established a well faciliated
computer lab with a reliable networking
system and 24 hours internet facilities.

2. Music Club (Instruments & Vocal)

C. Hotel Management

3. Dance Club

In order to hold the practical classes of Hotel
Management Course, the college has a well
equipped kitchen, a guest and bar room in
the college premises.

4. Yoga/Meditation Club
5. Taekwando Club
6. Quiz Club (Mathematics, Science, Social)
7. Art Club
8. SQC & Agora Speakers Club
9. Inter School & Intra School Competitions on:
Handwriting, Drawing, Oratory etc.

D. Library
Our college has updated reference library.
Students can enjoy prescribed text books,
sufficient reference material, very recent and
relevant perodicals, magazines, newspapers,
etc., for differnet publication are to meet the
growing demand of students and teachers.
We have been preparing for e-library.

E. Canteen
A good hygienic canteen has been managed
in the college premises where students can
have variety of fresh nutritious, hygienic,
delicious dishes at affordable cost.

H. Transportation
The college provides transportation facility
within the valley and beyond when required.
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BST AT A GLANCE
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